
ARCHERY BASICS-Roger urbaniak 

To get started in archery as a hobby, best advice is to view online and price the possible equipment you 
wish to start with to see if you will enjoy the sport before you get overboard with expensive choices.  
Next decide how and where you intend to pursue your new hobby.  Even if your long-term ambition is to 
hunt wild animals outdoors or compete in archery tournaments, you will still need to go through a lot of 
local practice shooting before you get proficient enough to justify a commitment to either.  You also 
may wish to check out prices for a child to get them started with you in your new hobby. 

BASIC EQUIPMENT: BOW, ARROWS, PRACTICE TARGETS,  

POSSIBLE EQUIPMENT: QUIVER, RELEASE, ARM GARD, ARROWHEADS (RUBBER, PRACTICE, HUNTING) 

YOUR BOW CHOICES RECURVE, COMPOUND, CROSSBOW—PAY ATTENTION TO PULL STRENGTH 

Drawing back your bow string can take a fair amount of strength.  Child recurve bows might only require 
10 pounds to pull back the bow string.  Hunting bows can require from 30 to 80 pounds.  The additional 
pull strength translates to making the arrow to go further and faster.  You may find that you can only 
comfortably pull back 30 or 40 pounds to start and should purchase beginning equipment accordingly. 
Make sure you try drawing back bows of known pull strength to help you select a good starting bow.  
Most outdoor stores that sell archery equipment will be able to help you.  Try both recurve & compound 
before you purchase. Estate sales, Craigs list etc. can produce good equipment cheap but you need to 
know that it will work for you.  Crossbows are not legal everywhere, so check local regulations for use. 
Compound bows can be very sophisticated with sights, adjustments, etc, but your ability to draw back 
an arrow and then let the bow hold it in place while you aim without a constant pull by you makes them 
very popular and generally more accurate than recurve bows.   

 

PRACTICE AREAS ARCHERY RANGE, BACKYARD, BASEMENT, SAFE OUTDOOR AREA 

When you start shooting arrows at targets, make sure that the area is safe.  Once your arrow misses the 
intended target, you need to know that the backdrop is secure, you can find your arrow, and that the 
terrain will not unduly damage your arrows.  Typically targets will be made of straw or Styrofoam to 
allow for easy extraction and minimal damage, but if your arrow hits rock concrete or other hard 
surfaces when you miss, you may require unnecessary trips for more arrows. Practice arrows do not 
have broadhead (hunting) heads making them easier to extract and safer.  Archery ranges are relatively 
inexpensive, save losing arrows, and are a good source of information including upcoming tournaments. 

HUNTING 

Should you choose to pursue wild game with your newly acquired shooting skills, remember that 
hunting licenses will be required for the game that you hunt plus a discover pass aids area access.  
Hunting seasons are generally more liberal for archery than firearms and a safer time to be in the 
woods.  Since you need to be much closer to game before you shoot, your outdoor stalking skills will be 
tested.  If you are successful however, you have earned bragging rights for the neighborhood and have 
earned the right to be called an accomplished outdoorsman.   Your equipment list will be expanded too 
as you encounter useful items such as camoflaged clothing, tree stands, decoys, etc.   



 

 

 

 

 

 

Robin Hood was rumored to be able to shoot an apple off someone’s head.  It is likely that he had a lot 
of practice before someone was willing to model for the apple stand assignment however.   

 

 


